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Company 
Introduction

Toyou’s Dream was first established in 2009 as a Webtoon production company in 
Korea. We have been cooperating with 300 authors and writers and produced more 
than 400 titles in many different genre. Currently, we are publishing about 70 titles on 30 
different platforms. Since 2015, we have been creating video contents such as movies, 
dramas, OTT series based on the original Webtoon IP we have. The main content of ours 
is a global action noir masterpiece called <Tong>, <Dokgo>, and <Blood Rain> series, 
which is growing and developing within a unified world view called <Meenbaekdoo 
Universe>. Another main area of our business is global distribution, publication and co-
production with other countries. Based on all the experiences, we are moving forward 
to become ‘Asia No. 1 Webtoon IP Studio.’
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Pandemonium

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
29 Chapters (ongoing)

Detailed Genre Occult, Horror

Product Type Webtoon

Target Age 18~35

Contents Introduction

The year is 2074. 

A week before Seolheui and her crew return to 
Earth after the testing operation of “KALI”, the 
first ever space elevator, a mysterious spacecraft 
explodes nearby. Among the debris, the crew 
discover a strange box inscribed with the word 
“魔”(EVIL). Despite Seolheei’s opposition, the 
Commander orders the box to be opened. 

Upon release, Preta, an unknown supernatural 
being starts to seep into the crew’s minds by 
preying on and manipulating their trauma. Will 
Seolheui, with her partner Chen, be able to rescue 
her crewmates and escape this pandemonium?
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Colosseum

Type / 
Length

Webtoon / 
80 Chapters (completed)

Detailed Genre Action, Noir

Product Type Webtoon

Target Age 18~35

Contents Introduction

What happens to the criminals the justice system 
has failed to penalize? 

When Jihoon, a university student, is wrongfully 
framed and made the target of a self-righteous 
group that hunts down said criminals, he decides 
to fight back. He finds out that they call themselves 
the “Club Colosseum”, and its members are 
shrouded in mystery. 

Who framed Jihoon and why? However, one thing 
is for certain - they are unaware of the fact that 
Jihoon is an ex-special force soldier…
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God of Blackfield

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
150 Chapters (ongoing)

Detailed Genre Action, Noir

Product Type Webtoon

Target Age 20~30s

Contents Introduction

The Legend of the French Foreign Legion, 
Kangchan. The opposing African armies call him 
'God of Blackfield', out of fear and respect. One 
day, Kangchan and his fellow soldiers engage in 
an operation to execute the head of Sunni, but fall 
into a trap instead. Kangchan, who awaits death 
while watching his brothers be shot from behind, is 
suddenly sent to three-years-later South Korea by a 
mysterious force. 

Kangchan is now locked in the body of a 19-year-
old outcast high school student, also named 
Kangchan. He is determined to take revenge on 
the traitor who trapped him and his comrades and 
to visit his former direct superior, Charlant. But 
for starters, he decides to get revenge for the poor 
outcast high school student and take care of the 
bullies. In the meantime, he realizes that his former 
right-hand man Dayeru has reincarnated as a PE 
teacher at his high school. “Dayeru, are you ready 
to find our traitor and exact our revenge?”
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The Gladiator Far from the 
East

Type / 
Length

Webtoon / 
120 Chapters (ongoing)

Detailed Genre Action, Fantasy

Product Type Webtoon

Target Age 15~30s

Contents Introduction

Near the end of the second century A.D., the Gori 
Kingdom of the Mahan Alliance is destroyed by the 
burgeoning Baekje... The royal bodyguard of Gori, 
Naru, is betrayed that day by his mentor, Captain 
Uro, and captured by the enemy. After much 
hardship he is sold off to the western regions and 
becomes a gladiator in the Roman Empire. He must 
find Princess Sodan, the person he’s never been 
separated from for ten years and the one more 
precious to him than his own life... A new gladiator 
is registered in the Plabius Colosseum. His name 
is Naru, no, Narcissus. He is now a slave gladiator, 
a captive from a small eastern nation.  The trainer 
Abidos is disappointed by Narcissus’s small frame 
and doesn’t even give him a test, sending him off 
to learn to fight beasts. But when he kills a huge 
crocodile from Northern Africa with a single blow, 
he realizes he’s misjudged the man. “Freedom... 
That’s what he needed. There’s only one way to 
attain freedom in the colosseum.” Afterwards, Naru 
becomes a gladiator who fights men, not beasts, 
and piles up many victories.  Naru is dubbed 
the “Pluto of the East” for his rare black hair and 
undefeated swordsmanship. Rumors about him 
reach the ears of the crazy emperor Comodus...
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Tastes of Horror

Type / 
Length

Webtoon, Film / 
27 Chapters (ongoing)

Detailed Genre Horror, Occult

Product Type Webtoon, Film(Short-form video)

Target Age 15~35

Contents Introduction

Although no one wants to face fear, perhaps, we are 
already living with and leaning into it.

Here comes a creepy, peculiar, and, perpetual feast 
of horror!

A brand new crossover IP project in which webtoon 
and short-form video contents are released 
simultaneously!

Asia's most prestigious webtoon IP studio, Toyou's 
Dream, presents the horror anthology, <Tastes of 
Horror>.
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